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Windows 95 And Nt Win32 Api From Scratch: A Programmer's Workbook
**Synopsis**

In the next few years, most of the 90 million Windows users will move to either Windows 95 or Windows NT. These users will need applications you can only build if you understand the Win32 API. Now, in a crystal-clear, bite-size format that’s been proven in the classroom, David S. Platt, who has taught programming at Microsoft, shows programmers all they need to know about this application.
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**Customer Reviews**

This book provides a very good foundation on Win32 Programming, focusing only on the essentials need-to-know APIs within a relatively short period of time. This is a good starter book, as well as a good revision book.

Be aware that the title of this book is somewhat misleading. This is not an introduction to Win32 API programming. This text presupposes knowledge of Win16 API programming and C.

If you need to QUICKLY find just the basic info to get you up and running, this is it. Every lesson offers a short demo program.

This book reminds me of one of those book binders passed out during a computer seminar course. The author lost my confidence when he blatantly contracted himself in describing how information is
packed into the wparm and lparm parameters of a window’s message handling function call.
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